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ABSTRACT 

Study Number 2-10-74-17, "Urban Transportation Study Procedures," was 
originally a three-year planning study. Condensed to a two-year study 
effort, the technical support and research effort will continue under an 
interagency agreement contract. Study 17 was directed toward providing 
continuing technical support for the Texas State Department of Highways 
and Public Transportation in the conduct of urban transportation studies 
throughout the State. Under this study, assistance w.as ·provi-ded in the 
analysis and forecasting techniques relative to urban transportation studies. 
The maintenance and modification of computer programs previously ·developed 
was performed under th·i s study. 

The determination of the feasibility and means of theoretically esti
mating the trip length frequency distribution for _ .. synthetic" urban trans
portation studies was investigated. The development of a :procedure by which 
the trip length frequency distribution is theoretically ·estimated resulted. 
The procedure was tested and compared with the observed trip length frequency 
distributions from 18 transportation studi.es conducted .in Texas for home
based and nonwork trip purposes, non home based, and truck and taxi 'tr;i p 
purposes; this ·procedure was found to yield acceptabl~ results. 

The sensit·ivity of traffic assignment to input from the preceding 
modeling phases was evaluated. Different >random trip ·matrices ·.wer-e assigned 
to a network and the resu 1 ti ng as.si gnments were compar-ed to the fully mode 1 ed 
assignment and ground counts. Based on the re·sults of these analyses, a 
sketch planning approach is .proposed which would ·be expected to produce 
assignment results ·of sufficient accuracy for preliminary system ev:aluatton 
and comparison with other alternatives similarly modeled. 

Key Words: "synthetic .. transportation study; theoretical trip length 
frequency distrtbution; sketch planning; subarea assignment. 
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Summary 

Study 2-10-74-17, "Urban Travel Forecasting, .. was a two-year research 
effort directed toward providing technical support to the State Department 
of Highways and Public Transportation in the conduct of urban transportation 
studies throughout the State. The third year of this project is to continue 
under an interagency agreement contract. The activities under this study 
may be categorized into analytical and operational activities. 

The following summarizes some of the more significant analytical activi
ties and their findings: 

1 The study of observed TLFD's from 20 transportation studies led 
to the development of a procedure for the theoretical estimation 
of the trip length frequency distribution for urban areas. 

1 The sensitivity evaluation of traffic assignment demonstrated that, 
due to the aggregative nature of the assignment procedure, much of 
the 11 precision 11 in the preceding modeling phases can be sacrificed 
and still produce reasonably accurate assignment results. Sub
sequent to the results of the sensitivity evaluation of traffic 
assignment, an abbreviated planning technique is proposed. This 
sketch planning tool is expected to produce assignment results of 
sufficient accuracy for valid evaluation and comparison of system 
alternatives. 

1 Based on the sensitivity evaluation of traffic assignment, a pre
liminary development in testing the proposed abbreviated procedure 
was initiated. Thus ,far, activities have centered on three facets: 
trip generation rates, redelineation of zonal structure, and re
ceding of the network to a lower level of detail. 

• A preliminary test of the proposed subarea assignment procedure 
was performed to determine if the technique could reasonably 
replicate the assignment results within a subarea that would be 
produced by the fully modelled approach. The conclusion reached 
was that the proposed subarea assignment procedure appeared feasible 
and practical for implementation. 

The operational or computer oriented activities. under Study 17 consisted 
of the following: 

1 In conjunction with the evaluation of the subarea assignment, a 
technique is in progress to simplify the delineation of the sector 
structure and transition ring area. A mechanism is being considered 
to allow the output of assignment results and statistics relating 
only to the subarea being studied. 
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• A detailed review of the Special Area Analyses (SAA) computer pro
grams for air quality analysts and user manual was performed. A 
computer program was developed and tested to reformat the assign
ment data sets prepared by the Texas assignment packages for input 
into the air quality analysis program of the SAA program. Assis
tance was provided in preparing and collapsing the various tables 
used as input to the quality analysis program. 

• Program modifications were incorporated into the Assign-Self
Balancing routines in both Large and Small Network Packages to 
modify the impedance adjustment algorithm for capacity-restraint 
assignments. 

• Program modifications were made in both the Large and Small Network 
Packages, to provid-e the option to produce separation matr·ices in 
miles and thereby provi<le trip 1 ength frequency information in 
miles. The ASSIGN SELECTED LINKS routines in the Texas Large and 
Sma 11 Network Packag-es were mod·i fi ed to summarize the se 1 ected 
link information in terms of sectors. 
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Implementation Statement 

The principal research activities produced two significant method
ologies. The procedure developed for the theoretical estimation of the 
trip length frequency distribution can be utilized in both 11 synthetic" 
urban transportation studies and future forecasts. The use of this pro
cedure can provide a significant savings in both the man-hours and data 
requirements presently needed in the estimation of trip length frequency 
distributions. 

The results of the study of the sensitivity of traffic assignment are 
useful to the transportation analyst in evaluating traffic assignment 
results. Based on these findings, a •ishort-cut" (sketch planning) pro
cedure is proposed which is expected to produce assignment results of 
sufficient accuracy for preliminary system evaluation and comparison 
with other alternatives similarly modeled. 

Program modifications were implemented in the Assign Self-Balancing 
routines and in the ASSIGN SELECTED LINKS routines to meet the need for 
options by the State Department of Highways and Public Transportation in 
the calibration and evaluation of traffic assignment for various urban 
transportation studies. 

Assistance was provided the Department in the implementation of the 
Special Area Analyses (SAA) Package. This package of programs was used by 
the Department in the air quality analyses performed for a number of urban 
studies in Texas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

St~dy Number 2-10-74-17, 11 Urban Transportation Study Procedures, 11 is 
a continuing cooperative research effort between the Texas Transportation 
Institute (TTl) and the Texas State Department of Highways and Public Trans
portation. Though initially conceived as a three year study, Study 17 was 
terminated at the end of two years. This cooperative research effort 
between the Department and TTl in the area of urban transportation studies 
will continue under an interagency agreement. 

A highly successful cooperative research effort between the Department 
and TTl in the area of urban transportation studies was developed under 
Research Studies 2-9-63-60 (terminated on 31 August 1967), 2-10-68-119 
(terminated on 31 August 1970), and 2-10-71-167 (terminated on 31 August 
1973). During these studies, a close working relationship developed between 
the research effort of the Institute and the application/implementation by 
the Department. As a result of this joint effort, significant technological 
advances have been made in the area of urban transportation studies and 
significant savings in costs have been realized in the conduct of these 

studies. 

Study 17 was directed toward the continuation of this effort and the 
provision of continuing support to further advances in the conduct of urban 
transportation studies. More specifically, the study was intended to impact 
the following needs: 

• the investigation of techniques to further increase the cost 
effectiveness of urban transportation studies while causing 
less inconvenience to the public; 

• the provision of continued support in the use of computerized 
study procedures; 

• the analysis of trends in trip generation and the development 
of procedures for convenience in estimating existing and fore
casting future trip ends within the framework of a synthetic 
transportation study. 
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The objectives of this Study were formulated within this same framework. 

Objectives 
The objectives of Study 2-10-74-17 did not change since the study was 

initiated. Two items, however, were added under Objective 1 (i.e., items 
e and f) to further clarify the types of activities that might be expected 
under this objective. The objectives of Study 2-10-74~17 are: 

1. Assistance to the Texas State Department of Highways and Public 
Transportation in the analysis and forecasting techniques relative 
to urban transportation studies; particularly with respect to: 

a. The maintenance of computer programs previously developed 
for and used by the Department. 

b. The preparation of additional computer programs that may be 
needed or desirable for more efficient use or implementation 
of programs and analysis techniques previously developed. 

c. The implementation of research findings through the use and 
improvement of mod .. el s, computer programs, and procedures 
developed or evaluated under previous research (i.e., studies 
2-28-63-60, 2-10-68-119, and 2-10-71~167). 

d. The development of procedures and techniques for the statewide 
monitoring nf significant travel parameters. 

e. Assistance in the implementation of other procedures and 
techniques as requested~ 

f. Assistance in the preparation and presentation of technical 
workshops on urban transportation study procedures and tech

. niques. 

2. Analyze trends in trip generation and to develop procedures and 
techniques to conventently estimate existing and forecast future 
trip ends (both person and vehicle) within the framework of syn
thetic transportation studies. 

Due to the assignment of higher ;priorities to work under ·Objective 1 
by the Department and'the early termination of the study, no work was 
initiated under Objective 2. 

In addition to these objectives, there were substantial carry-over 
activities from Study 167 to be completed under Study 17. These activities 
included: 
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1. Research Report 167-2, "Program Documentation Manual for the Texas 
Distribution Package," and Research Report 167-6, " A Preliminary 
Evaluation of the Temporal Stability of Trip Generation Rates" 
were revised and published. 

2. Research Report 167-7, "Accuracy of Trip End Estimates From the 
Home Interview Survey," and Research Report 167-8, "Accuracy of 
Travel Pattern Estimates From the Home Interview Survey," and 
Research Report 167-9, "Urban Travel Forecasting" were to be 
completed and published. 

While these were carry-over activities from Study 167, they represent sig
nificant levels of effort under Study 17. 

Significant Accomplishments 

While there were numerous accomplishments under this study, the follow
ing briefly summarizes some of the more important or larger activities: 

1. The Department was provided with support_such that normal oper
ational activities relative to the processing of urban trans
portation data were maintai~ed. 

2. A number of activities were carried over from Study 2-10-71-167 
and completed under this study. Research Report 167-2, "Program 
Documentation Manual for the Texas Trip Distribution Package," 
Research Report 167-6, "A Preliminary Evaluation of the Temporal 
Stability of Trip Generation Rates" were revised and published. 
Research Report 167-7, "Accuracy of Trip End Estimates from the 
Home Interview Survey," Research Report 167-8, "Accuracy of Travel 
Pattern Estimates from the Home Interview Survey," and Research 
Report 167-9F, "Urban Travel Forecasting" were completed and 
published. 

3. A package of computer programs to assist in trip generation analy
ses were developed jointly with the Department. The package con
sists of four integrated computer programs: two of which were 
developed by the Department and the remaining two were developed 
by TTI under this study. Subsequent to the original transmittal 
of the two programs in November 1973, various modifications were 
made in these programs at the request of the Department. 

4. Continued assistance has been provided to the Department in the 
calibration and evaluation of the trip distributions and traffic 
assignments for various urban transportation studies (Dallas
Fort Worth, Lubbock, San Antonio-Bexar County studies and, 
especially, Houston-Galveston). 

5. An artalysis of trip length frequency distributions for urban areas 
in Texas was performed. The result of this study was the develop
ment of a procedure by which the trip length frequency distribution 
may be theoretically estimated. 
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6. Two technical briefings were proposed and presented for per
sonnel of the Department. The first dealt ~ith the assignment 
algorithm used in the Texas Large and Small Network Package and 
was presented for personnel of the Planning and Research Division 
of the Department. The second dealt with the Texas Trip Distri
bution Model and was presented in Arlington, Texas for Department 
personnel in the Dallas-Fort Worth Urban Study Office. 

7. Program modifications were incorporated in Assign Self-Balancing 
routines in both the Large and Small Network Packages to modify 
the impedance adjustment algorithm for capacity-restraint assign
ments. In addition, the Assign Self-Balancing routine in the 
Sma 11 Network Package· was modified to all ow the user the option 
of specifying iteration weights and to provide a restart capability. 

Further, program modifications were made in both the large and 
Small Network Packages to provide the option to produce separation 
matrices (i.e., skim tree matrices) in miles and thereby provide 
tri·p length frequ·ency information in miles. The ASSIGN SELECTED 
LINKS routines in the Texas Large and Small Network Packages were 
modified to provide sector summaries. 

8. Assistance was provided the Department in the implementation of 
the Special Area Analyses (SAA) Package provided by the FHWA. 
This package was used by the Department in their air quality 
analyses performed for various urban areas in Texas. 

9. A review of the available information of the Community Aggregate 
Planning Model relative to the·potential interface with programs 
currently being used by the Department for urban transportation 
studies was performed. 

10. Assistance was provided in implementing one of the programs from 
the UMTA battery for use by the Department in the Dallas-Fort 
Worth Study. 

11. Preparation for the workshops to be jointly developed with the 
Department was initiated. These preparations were focused in the 
are,as of trip distribution models, modal split models sketch 
planning techniques, and forecasting of~ labor force and employment. 
As of Ma.v 1975, the Department decided to i ndefi n i te.l Y pas tpone 
the workshops and terminate preparations until. they can be.re
scheduled. 

12. The feasibility of implementing a subarea assignment technique was 
investigated. Based on the findings of this analysis, it was 
decided to proceed with the preliminary development in testing of 
the subarea assignment procedure. A preliminary testing of the 
proposed subarea assignment procedure has been completed under 
Study 17. 
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13. A sensitivity evaluation of the traffic assignment procedure was 
performed. This investigation focused on the sensitivity of traffic 
assignment results to input from the preceding modelling phases as 
well as the sensitivity of various commonly used measures of assign
ment accuracy. 

14. Based on the findings of the sensitivity analysis of traffic assignment, 
an abbreviated procedure was proposed which would be expected to produce 
assignment results of sufficient accuracy for sketch planning purposes. 
At the request of the Department, the preliminary development and test
ing of ·the proposed abbreviated procedures has been initiated under 
Study 17. · 

15. Assistance is being provided the Department in the analysis of special 
generator count data being collected on a continuing basis throughout 
the State. 

16. At the request of the Department, the ASSIGNED SELECTED LINKS routines 
in both the Large and Small Packages are being modified to summarize 
the selected link information in terms of sectors. 
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SUMMARY OF STUDY ACTIVITIES 

Due to the operational nature of the Study 2-10-74-17~ the study 
activities were primarily directed to the provision of continuing support 
to the State Department of Highw_ays and Public Transportation in the conduct 
of on-going urban transportati-on studies. Although the activities generally 
sha-red this COfllllOn goal, the acti-vities themselves were quite varied. The 
purpose of this section is to provide a summary of the salient findings .. of 
the ana lyses. · 

A P~oced.ure -~o_r !h~ Esti~ti()n_ of t~e Trip Length 
Frequ.~ncy _ Dis~·ri ~uti ()ns· 

Previous rese.arch (5) has indicated that interviews of some 400 
dwelling units constitutes sufficieflt data to determine the mean trip length 
within acceptable limits (e .. g., ±10% at the 95% confidence level). Several 
times as many observatio.ns ar:e needed to define the trip length frequency 
distribution (TLFO). Therefore, availability of a procedure which could 
be used to estimate the TLFD based on a measure or estimate of the mean 
trip length could substantially reduce the cost of collecting prima-ry field 
data. Such a procedure would also be extremely useful to the analyst using 
the "synthetic" study procedures employed in Texas or in developing future 
travel forecasts. 

The data used in deve1 oping and eva 1 u.ating such a procedure for es ti
mating the TLFD was furnished by the Department and consisted of the observed 
home-based work and nonwork auto-driver trip length frequency distributions 
from 20 transportation studies conducted in Texas over the past 11 years. 

The statistical measures used in comparing the theoretical and observed 
distributions were the correlation coefficient (R), the coefficient of 
determination (R2), root-mean square (RMS) error, and the Kolmogorov
Smirnov (K-S) goodness of fit test. The value of the R2 and the K-S test 
were used as the primary test statistics along with visual comparison of 
the theoretical and observed distributions plotted together. 
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Preliminary Analysis 

In developing a procedure for estimating the trip length frequency dis
tribution for an urban area, the following characteristics were defined as 
being desirable: 

• The procedure should require as few inputs as possible. 

• The procedure should be applicable to all urban areas. 

• The procedure should provide an acceptable trip length frequency 
distribution while maintaining the same mean trip length as 
observed from sample data or estimated. 

• The procedure should be capable of predicting a trip length fre
quency distribution for a synthetic transportation study and for 
future forecasts. 

Since a trip length frequency distribution is generally presented as 
the percentage of trips occurring at each separation, the distribution may 
be thought of as a probability distribution. Other probability distributions 
might offer an approach to the development of a procedure for predicting 
trip length frequency distributions. Analysis of previous research lead 
to a detailed analysis of the Wiebull and Gamma distribution. 

Consideration of the Gamma distribution for analysis was on the basis 
of NCHRP Report 48; this research included the use of the Gamma distribution 
in fitting observed trip length frequency distributions through the use of 
the method of Maximum Likelihood. Selection of the Wiebull distribution for 
analysis was based on previous TTI research which used the Wiebull distri
bution to fit county income distributions which bear many of the same 
characteristics as trip length frequency distributions. 

Two methods were used to fit observed trip length frequency distri
butions to each of these probability distributions. The nonlinear least
squares curve fit using the Gamma distribution was ultimately selected as 
the best approach for detailed evaluation a~ a procedure for potential 
application. 
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Development and Evaluation 

Ten urban areas were selected and used to calibrate the parameter values 
for the Gamma distribution; the calibrated Gamma distribution was then tested 
using the other 10 observed distributions which were not used in the cali
bration process. The initial calibration produced good. results for all the 
studies except two; the JORTS* and Sherman-Denison studies. The calibration 
was then repeated using nine study areas. The two studies which were dropped 
from the calibration analysis were subsequently considered' as special cases. 

The best results were always obtained when both the shape parameter 
and scale parameter were approximately equal. Subsequent analysis revealed 
that this was due to the nondimenstonalization of the distributions before 
application of the nonlinear least squares curve fit. This nondimensionalized 
approach· reduced each d-i s.tributi~on·- to a common. seale, thereby eliminating 
the relative effect of the scale parameter. Consequently, the scale param
eter was set equal to the shape parameter and the Gamma distribution in 
effect became a one·- parameter distri button. 

The inputs to the procedure consist of the mean trip length and the 
maximum trip length which was found to be linearly related to the maximum 
separation possible. 

Theoretical distributions were computed for each of the 18 transpor
tation studies (none of which were used in the calibration and nine of 
which were used in the evaluation) and compared with the observed distri
butions. As indicated by the test statistics presented in Table 1 for home 
based work trips, the procedure yields theoretical trip length frequency 
distributions that compare favorably with those estimated from the 0-D 
survey. Sets of curves which the analyst can use to select the necessary 
parameter values were developed. 

Figures 1 and 2 show representative.plots of the theoretical and ob
served distributions for several studies. Visual comparisons were made of 
the other studies as well and those results agreed with the results of the 
statistical comparisons. In general, all of the results were good. 

* JORTS .... the abbreviation for the Jefferson-Orange County Regional Trans-
portation Study. 
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TABLE l: COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED TRIP LENGTH FREQUENCIES 
HOME BASED WORK TRIPS 

Max Sep Obs 
Study Obs Est MTL 

·Abilene 25 27 6.213 
Amarillo 44 42 10.080 
Austin* 33 33 9.457 
Brownsville* 24 26 6.530 
Bryan-College Station* 32 38 7.104 
Dallas-Ft. Worth * 95 98 14.142 
El Paso 73 68 . 12.937 
Harlingen-San Benito 26 24 5.723 
Laredo* 17 15 4.849 
Lubbock* 25 25 8.707 
McAllen-Pharr* 19 20 5.144 
San Angelo* 18 17 6. 051 
San Antonio 51 60 13.518 
Texarkana 22 21 6.025 
Tyler 20 18 6.536 
Victoria 27 28 5. 751 
Waco 46 41 9.705 
Wichita Falls* 29 27 9.140 

TLFD - Trip Length Frequency Distribution 
HBW - Home-Based Work 
MTL - Mean Trip Length 
Max Sep - Maximum Trip Length 

....... 

MTL Dif R R2 

0.0025 0.9929 0.9858 
0.0041 0,9768 0.9541 
0.0209 0.9908 0.9817 
0.0048 0.9635 0.9283 
0.0011 0.9727 0. 9461 
0.0002 0.9618 0.9250 
0.0005 0.9609 0.9233 
0.0032 0.9555 0.9129 
0.0266 0.9763 0. 9531 
0.0859 0.9596 0.9209 
0.0052 0.9823 0.9649 
0.0657 0.9855 0.9713 
0.0026 0.9643 0.9299 
0.0134 0.9784 0.9573 
0.0816 0.9903 0.9807 
0.0017 0.9749 0.9505 
0.0035 0.9689 0.9387 
0.0746 0.9852 0.9706 

RMS Error 

. 0. 5286% 
0.5906% 
0.4170% 
1.1798% 
0.8438% 
0.4616% 
0.5722% 
l-.4257% 
1. 3571% 
0.9711% 
1. 0573S 
0."8435% 
0.5470% 
1. 0061% 
0.6536% 
1. 0274% 
0. 7161% 
0.5785% 

MTL Dif - Absolute difference between observed and estimated mean trip lengths. 
* - Identifies studies. used in calibration · 
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Special Considerations 

Two studies, JORTS and Sherman-Denison, were designated as special con,.. 
siderations; an examination of the study areas indicates more than one 
concentrated urban development with considerable amount of undeveloped land 
sepa-rating the developed area. Consequently, it was hypothesized that the 
trip length frequency distribution for those areas consisted of several 
distributions combined. For example, the trip length frequency distribution 
for the Sherman-Denison area has three TLFD's; one for Sherman, one for 
Denison, and one for trips between Sherman and Denison. 

To test this hypothesis, the calibrated procedure was used to produce 
three theoretical distributions which were combined for comparison with 
that observed for Sherman-Denison. This resulted in an R2 of 0.95 and a 
mean trip 1 ength that di ffe.rs from the observed by on 1 y 0. 029 11 mi nutes ... 
Therefore, it is concluded that the procedure can be used to produce a 
reliable estimate of the trip length frequency distribution for special 
cases such as JORTS and Sherman-Denison. 

The influence of intrazonal trips was also considered since their in
clusion was beli.eved to be a major reason for the poor results obta·ined 
for HBNW trips in larger study areas such as Dallas-Fort Worth. The tests 
suggested that better results mi.ght be· obtained if intraz:onal trips are 

excluded when estimating the trip length frequency. 

Conclusions 

The results of the research indicate that the trip length frequency 
distribution may be theoretically estimated using only the mean trip length 
and the maximum separation possible. The procedure as developed can pro
vide a substantial savings in time as well as further reduce the need for 
expensive origin-destination surveys. 

A more detailed account of these analyses and findings are provided i·n 
Research Report 17-1, 11 A Procedure for Estimation of Trip Length Frequency 
Distributions ... 
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A Sensitivity Evaluation of Traffic Assignment 

Of the five basic phases of the modeling process used in urban trans
portation planning, traffic assignment is the most visible and most widely 
used (and misused) portion of the total process. Designers use the assign
ment results for design capacity for an interchange or route; the planner 
uses the same results to evaluate transportation systems using something 
more than just intuition. 

The nature of the input and the nature of the output (computer print
out that gives an impression of very precise and accurate traffic volumes 
for each link) lend a very deterministic appearance to the traffic assign
ment process. This leads many individuals into a feeling of having arrived 
at the solution upon completion of the assignment phase (rather than having 
arrived at a point where additional information is available for use in 
evaluation of the alternatives). 

Problem Statement 

The accuracy of a traffic assignment is dependent upon the reliability 
of the trip matrix employed. How valid is this statement? The objective 
of this analysis was to investigate the effects of trip matrices reflecting 
different degrees of accuracy on various measures of assignment accuracy 
that are used to evaluate assignment results. Such comparisons provide an 
evaluation of the power of the assignment process to mask differences in 
input data. Additionally, analyses of the assignment results produced by 
different trip matrices provide a means of evaluating the sensitivity of 
various commonly used measures of assignment accuracy. 

Method of Study 

A "better-worse" approach was used in developing data for analyzing 
sensitivity of the measures of accuracy of traffic assignment results. 
Four different trip matrices were used to generate four different traffic 
assignment on one network. The existing network for the Tyler, Texas, 
Urban Transportation Study was selected for test and evaluation; this net
work offered the following advantages for the purpose of this research: 
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• Assignment 1 Matrix - a stochastic trip matrix constrained only 
to the total trips for the urban area. 

• As_signment 2 Matrix - a stochastic trip matrix constrained to the 
total trips as well as the d-esired trip 
length frequency for the urban area. 

• Assignment 3 Matrix - a stochastic trip matrix constrained to the 
total trips, the desired trip length fre
quency, and thedesired trip ends at each 
external station for the urban area. 

• Existing Trip Matrix - the fully modeled trip matrix as developed 
and used in the urban transportation study. 

Figure 3 indicates the differences in the distribution of trip ends 
resulting With the 4 trip matrices. Whereas Figure 1A shows most of the 
zones in the range of 2,000-2,500 trip ends, Figure 18 shows that con
straining to the trip length-frequency results in a considerable increase 
in the dtstribution of zonal trip ends. Assignment 3 {Figure lC) shows the 
effect of the additional constraint of external station productions in the 
form of a small 11 tail 11 to the right wh-ich more closely resembles the fully 
mode 1 ed -tri'p matr·tx. 
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The distribution of zonal interchanges shown in Figure 4 indicates 
that the Assignment 1 Matrix is essentially uniform and different from the 
other 3 matrices. The Assignment 2 and 3 Matrices are similar to the 
Existing Trip Matrix, except for the significantly smaller number of inter
changes with zero volume. 
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Assignment accuracy was evaluated using a variety of statistical 
measures, including: 

• Vehicle miles of travel (VMT) 
• Screenl ines 
• .Cutl ines 
• Travel routes 
·• Distribution of 1 ink differences by error ·ranges 
·• Statistical measures .of 1 ink differences: 

• mean difference 
.e standard deviation of the differences 

·• RMS e.rror 
1 percent RMS error 

Findings 

Analysis of VMT results for the all-·or-nothing assignments indicates 
that, as long as an accurate trip length frequency is used in the trip 
matrix, assigned VMT .will very closely match counted VMT, even with a 
fairly uniform (a,nd unrealistic) distribution of zonal trip ends. On the 
other hand, three of the micro-level measures tended to show their greatest 
improvement betw-een a stochastic matrix a·nd the existing trip matrix; there
by i.ndicating a tendency to be more sensitive to the di stri but ion of trip 
·ends. 

Measures of goodness such as percent RMS error, error range, and 
standard deviation (Type II Measur:es) result in the greatest improvement 
between Assignment 3 and the Existing Trip Assignment. VMT, travel routes, 
cutl i nes, and screen 1 ines (Type I Meas·ures) a 11 show,ed the greatest improve
ment between Assi.gnments 1 and 2. Thus, the Type I measures appear to be 
relatively more sensitive to the trip length frequency than the Type II 
measures. How.ever, the Type II measures are more sensitive to the distri
bution of ,zona 1 trip ends. The sensitivity of Type I measures and the 
Type II measures (shown in italics) to the trip length frequency and the 
distribution of zonal trip ends would appear to relate in the following 
manner: 
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This suggests that, as the measures are listed fnom top to bottom, there is 
a decreasing tendency to hide matrix inaccuracies. 

As a measure of the accurac,Y.of an assignment, VMT is the least 
::e.; 

discriminatin~ of the 8 measures analyzed, while percent RMS error would 
appear to be the 11 best 11 measure. Standard deviation probably is most 
sensitive to the distribution of trips; however, it is difficult to know 
a reasonable value of standard deviation for any assignment because it is 
so dependent on network size. 

Since percent RMS error is calculated in terms of network size, it is 
judged to be the preferred measure of assignment accuracy. However, the 
single most important conclusion form these analyses is that several 
measures need to be used in combination, with full awareness of the 
strengths and weaknesses of each. 

Conceptual Interpretation 

As in all urban transportation studies, the Tyler zonal structure 
reflects the geographical distribution of activities in the urban area. 
This may be illustrated by subdividing the area into 4 concentric rings: 
Ring 1 consists of the CBD; Rings 2 and 3 comprise the remainder of the 
developed urban area; and Ring 4 consists of those zones in the fringe area. 
As indicated by the data in Table 2, the intensity of activities is reflected 
by the decline in the desired trip ends per square mile. The number of 
zones per square mile declined in a similar manner. 
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TABLE. 2: GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION, OF INTERNAL 
ZONES AND INTERNAL TRIP ENDS 

IUiber of Zones 34 28 88 51 

Approximate. Area tn Square.· M11e.s 0~25 2;5 22.7 32.6 

Avmge Number o.f. Zones per 
S,!lar• ~11e 136' 11.2 3.9• 1.6 

Avvag• NUIIIber· of Trip Ends: 
Per· Square Mn e 

... Des·tred'~> 138,000 29,000 10,000 2,000 

• ResuiUnt from· 
As.stgnment Matrtx· 1 297,000 24,000 7,000 3,000 

• Rewlthtt. ,,.. 
Asat...-t fllltr1cH 2 I 3· 3tt,OOO 32;0Gf} 7,000 2,000 

•·Dn-1Nd trtp..,.~•·callll'•·,.._·tllt.-E!tbt!lftt. Tt'ip.Matrtx 

The app 1 icati on of trip le.ngth frequency constraint tended to increase 

the trip. ends. tn Ri'ngs. 1 and 2 (i.e. ,. the CBD and the inner portion of a 

deve-1 oped urban. area):. Thi'S si·mply reflects. the. disproportionate oppo.r

tuniti:e-s. to trav.el a:t the shorter separations (f.e., 1 to 5 minutes.) within 

Rtngs l and 2,. w.hich results from the smaller zane· si:z:es in these· rings. 

The zonal structure· imposed. on the urb:an area was a major determinant of 

the: tri.p end d.istribution resulttng from the stochastic matrices. For 

example, if the zonal structure were redefined such that the CBD co.nststed 

of' only Z zo·nes, t.h.e resulting trip ends would substanti a-1 Ty undere.stimate 

the· desi·red trip· end:s wtthin the CBU.. In essence', the- zonal structure 

provi-ded, a, crude· too-l for a, d:i.:stri;but:i.o.n of acti v.tties tn. the u-rban a.rea. 

Imp:Z-iaations Relative to 0-D Tab tes 

In operational studies, it is common to compute an origin-destination 

trip table by expanding the data from the origtn:-destination survey,. and 

to as·sig.n thi-s trip table to the ex-isting network. Previous research, 

based on a 100 percent home interview survey of three se lee ted zones: ( 4) , 

demonstrated that the estimates of zonal trip ends, based on the expansion 

of· home interview data from that zone, are subject to substantial error. 

For example, the observed expected error ranges at the 95 percent probability 

level varied from ±32 percent to ±66 percent, when using a· 5 percent sampling 
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rate for a zone containing 424 occupied dwelling units. Other research (5), 
using the same data base demonstrated that estimates of interchange volumes 
from expanded survey data are subject to an even greater variance of esti
mate than the zonal trip ends. 

While the expanded 0-D trip table is subject to substantial error, in 
terms of the resulting zonal trip ends and interzonal interchange volumes, 
these trip tables have generally yielded reasonabl~ assignment results. 
This had led practitioners to feel confident in the accuracy of their survey 
data. In reality, the power of the assignment process has been observed 
to mask inaccuracies at the zonal level (i.e., the trip end estimates) and 
at the zonal interchange level. ·The assignment results from the stochastic 
matrices demonstrate the power of the assignment process to overcome and 
mask most of the data inadequacies which are encountered in an 0-D trip 
table. 

In spite of inaccuracies, the expanded 0-D trip tables~ like the 
Stochastic Matrix 3, provide good estimates of total trips and trip length 
frequency for the urban area, and provide at least a crude estimate of the 
geographical distribution trip ends and travel pattern. From the per
spective provided by the stochastic matrices, it is not surprising that 
the expanded 0-D trip tables have generally yielded reasonable assignment 
results. Recognition of the variance of estima~es associated with these 
expanded 0-D trip tables tends to accentuate and further substantiate the 
findings from the use of stochastic matrices. It is not surprising that 
the use of trip generation models, combined with the mathematical modeling 
of urban travel patterns, have yielded even better assignment results. 

Abbreviated Study Procedures 

While the comparisons of trip ends and travel patterns indicated there 
were significant diff~rences between the Assignment 3 and Existing Trip 
Matrices, the differences in the assignment results were not nearly as 
significant. This gives some indication of the power of the assignment 
process, due to its aggregative nature, to overcome inadequacies from the 
preceding modeling phases. 
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These a.n·alyses sug;gest that the assignme'nt results are not overly 

sensitive to the results of the p·receding modeling phases (i.e., the.trip 

gener·ation and trip distributio'n p-hases). It is proposed, therefore, that 

a simplified or "short-cut" trip generation analysis procedure might be 
utilized for "first-cut" system evaluations. The f'ollowing g·enerally 

describes a proposed simplified trip generatton procedure for such analysis. 

To implement such a procedure, the land use patterns might be described 

vi·a a map reflecting the desired land use categories. The desi"red zonal 

structure may then be superi·mposed u:pon the map. The land use categories 

should be kept reasonably simple but of sufficient detai T to rea·sonably 

describe the urban area being studied. Small urban areas would generally 

require fewer categories than large urban areas. Table 3 sur11narizes typical 

land use· categQries which m·ight be utilized in large and small· urban areas. 

In addi.ti:on, the analyst may wish to utilize a number O'f speci·al land use 

categories to handle unusual si tuati:ons. 

W.ith a descri·ption of th·e land use catego·ri·es in each zone (i.e .. , the 

number of acres or number olf units Q;f each land use category within ·a, zone), 

a set o.f vehicle trip generation rates consistent W'ith the land use cate

gori;es may be app·lied to d~etermi:ne the zonal productions and attractions. 

lt is proposed that only 4 trip pu,rposes need be used: Home·-based trips, 

Nonhome-based trips (i-ncluding truck and taxt), External-local tri.ps, and 

External-through trips. 

In short,. g;i;ven. a land us·e map~ an experi-enced transportation analyst 

can uti.l1.ze a si:mpli·fied tr·ip generati:on procedure to estimate zonal pro
ductions and attra~ctions. Such an approach w:oulcJt provide a signtfi,cantly 

better geog.ra~phica.l distributton of trip ends than observ-ed _with the· sto

chastic matrices; therefore, assignment results. should be significantly 

closer to thos·e of the Existing Trip· Matrix. 
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TABLE 3: TYPICAL LAND USE CATEGORIES FOR 
SH1PLIFIED TRIP GENERATION ANALYSIS 

LARGE UMAH AREAS 

Residential (in acres): 

1 Low Density (Le. sin9le 
famfly dwelling units} 

1 Medium Density (e.g. garden 
apartments etc. ) 

1 High Density (e.g. High rise 
apartments) 

1 Other (e.g. mobile home 
parks etc.) 

C011111ercial (in acres): 

1 Organized shopping (such 
as regional shopping centers 

1 Unorganized shopping (such 
as strip development) 

1 Major Office Complexes 

1 Other 

Industrial (in acres): 

• Heavy Industry (such as 
automobile assembly plants, 
etc.) 

1 Light Industry (such .u 
electronic cOMpOnents 

Other (as .,....,..1ate) 

S*LL U!!MN AREAS 

Residential (in acres): 

1 Low Density (i.e. single family 
dwelling units 

1 Medium Dens1ty (e.g. garden 
apartments etc. 

1 Other. (e.g. mobile home parks 
etc.) 

C011111ercfal (fn acres): 

1 Organized Shopping (such as 
regional shopping centers) 

1 Unorganized shopping and office 
development (strip development) 

Industrial (in .acres): 

1 Heavy Industry 

1 Light Industry 

Using the results from such a trip generation analysis and an estimate 
of the trip length frequency, it would seem reasonable to expect that the 
analyst could use a traditional trip distribution model to estimate the 
urban travel pattern. 

Due to the aggregative nature of th~ assignment procedure, many dif
ferences that may be observed at the zonal level and zonal interchange 
level tend to disappear in the assignment results. This implies that much 
of the "precision" in the preceding modeling phases (i.e., trip generation 
and trip distribution phases) can be sacrificed and still produce reason
ably accurate assignment results. Therefore, abbreviated or sketch planning 
techniques should produce assignment results of sufficient accuracy for 
valid evaluation and comparison of system alternatives. 

A detailed account of these analyses and findings is reported in 
Research Report 17-2, "A Sensitivity Evaluation of Traffic Assignment." 
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Implementation of SAA Package 

Assistance was provided the Department in the implementation of the 
Special Area Analyses (SAA) Package provided by the FHWA. This package of 
programs was us-ed by the Department in the air quality analysis performed 
for a number of urban studies in Texas. The following briefly summarizes 
the assistance provided under Study 17. 

Initially, a detailed review of the SAA computer pro·grams for air 
quality analysis and user manual was perfol"med to identify the data 
required by these programs. identify the data incompatibility, identify 
the various options available to the user of the package, and formulate 
an approach to providing an interface between the Texas Large and Small 
Network packa·ges and the SAA .package. A similiar but less detailed review 
was also performed for the noise analysis and accessibility analysis pro
grams in the .SAA package. A computer program was then developed and tested 
which reformatted the assignment data sets prepaTed by the Texas assignment 
packages for input into the air quality analysis program of the SAA package. 
TTI staff worked closely with the Department personnel throughout the 
implementation of the SAA package. Assistance was also provided in prepar
ing and collapsing the various tables used as input to the air quality 
analysis program. 

Following the preliminary runs for Wichtta Falls (the test s.ite 
selected by the Department), an error was detected in the SAA package in 
the computation of the off~the-networks (or background) pollutants. Care
ful review of the SAA programs by TTI staff identified the problem as a 
missi·ng statement i·n one of the subroutines. The error was corrected by 
the TTI staff so that the Departmentmight proceed~with its analyses. 

In comparing the results of the 1990 traffic on the pcoposed system 
ve·rsus the 1990 traffic on the 1975 system (no-billed), it became obvious 
that a logic problem existed in the SAA package. Estimates in larger 
portion {percent) of the vehicle miles were allocated as heavy duty vehicles 
for the proposed system than for the no-billed option. While it is reason
able to expect that the vehicle miles of travel on the 1990 network would 
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exceed that of the 1990 traffic on the 1975 network, there seemed little 
reason to believe that a larger portion of the increased vehicle miles 
would be attributable to the heavy duty vehicles. To handle this situation, 
a procedure was developed so that the input tables to the package could be 
adjusted to hold the vehicle miles attributable to heavy duty vehicles to 
a constant petcent. A computer program was developed to assist the analyst 
in adjusting these tables.· 

Preliminary Development and Testing of 
Subarea Assignment Technique 

In urban transportation studies dealing with large urban areas, it is 
often desirable to consider alternatives which basically affect only a por
tion of the urban area. The cost of rerunning the distribution and assign
ment models for large metropolitan areas become exorbitant. As a result, 
interest has been focused on techniques whereby only a portion of the area 
might be studied and the alternatives examined at a reasonable cost. At 
the request of the Department, the feasibility of implementing a subarea 
assignment technique has been investigated. 

Above all, the subarea asstgnment is primarily applicable in large 
urban areas due to the relatively low cost of running the distribution and 
assignment models in small urban areas. In considering the problems which 
may be addressed by the subarea assignment technique, it ts assumed that 
distribution and assignment models have been run for the entire urban area 
and that the analyst is interested in examining some specific alternatives 
for a few select subareas. 

A subarea assignment technique is primarily applicable to problem 
situations involving either major changes in the transportation system or 
major land use changes or both. The basic distribution and assignment 
models are not sufficiently sensitive to minor changes to produce reliable 
data for evaluating such alternatives. 

The initial subarea assignment technique which was to be considered 
for implementat.ion involved determining a cordon line around the selected 
subarea so that all traffic entering or leaving the subarea would be 
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treated- as 11 externaJ 11 traffic relative·' to the subarea. Such a technique 

might: involve-obtaining: selected link assignments for each link crossing 

the subarea cordon. This. infot:"mation. together with the trip matrix for 

the entire u.rban area might- then- be: used tu determine a tr·ip matrix for 

the.' subarea •. 

This technfque is characterized: by the following limitations: 

l. Since the·.- trip matrix. for. the· subarea: is more a condensation of 
the· tri .p· matrix for the e·nti re~ urban a-rea, the technique 
essenti a:1ly· ignores the: impact of 1 and use changes· on travel 
a'cross the, suba:rea· cordon:-. In other words., the technique· is 
applicable· only. in situations in whlch the~· land use pattern· 
rematns. relativ·ely constant. 

2. By hold:ing the· trip. matrix essentially constant, the technique 
1 argely. i gno.res the impact of the transportation· system· itself,. 
on the:_ urban· travel pattern'.( i.e+., a ma,jor system change mi·ght 
cbang:e· the sk·im tree· matrix· sufflcierttly to impact· the travel 
pattern~). 

3. The teohntque basically· only allows the- rerouting of traffic. 
w4thinr the· subarea. By holding the trips entering or leaving 
the·.- subarea· at the, suba~rea cordon 1 ine consta·nt, the technique 
essentia:Jly, assum.es· that· this. traffic continues to enter and/or 
ex--it at.tbese points regardles'S of any transportation system 
cha.ng·es~ Thus, the technique· prov.tdes 1 i ttle or· no· opportunity· 
for' re·rout:ing: tra.ffi c. e'i·tber through· or around the· subarea. 

4·. The:· cost·: associ'ated:· w.i th···obtafning· selected 1 ink a,sstgnments· for· 
a~ll 1 inks' crossing. the> subarea: co·.rdon 1 ine is substantial. Since 
the~ suba·rea weuld 1 ikely not be·· identified before: the in·itial 
as:sfgnment, this· approach would -pro'bably require re•running~ the 
assignmf!lnt for the entire· urban area., to obtain the selected link 
output~ Tfli s is not practi'ca 1 un 1 ess a number of al te·rnat i ves were 
to . be.~ s:tudd'ed··. fo.r the·· subarea·; 

Slnce the initial approach· consid·ered d:id· not· appear· desirable: for· 

implementation', an alternate ap:pr·oach· was sought which would: provid·e· more· 

fleXibilfty and produce more re·1iable· results. 

Proposed·. AltePnati ve Procedure· 

The distinguishing trait of the proposed technique is that of a holistic 

approach in contrast to the previous fragmented: ori-entation. A subarea is 

not adeq~ately analyzed in isolation from the-surrounding urban milieu; the 

dynamic interactions need to be incorporated into the algorithm if the: 
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technique is to be reliable. The proposed algorithm for subarea assignments 
incorporates both a trip distribution phase and a traffic assignment phase. 
the latter enables the analyst to look at alternatives involving different 
land uses. In addition, it furnishes a mechanism to account for the impact 
of transportati~n system changes. 

The initial step when using the proposed algorithm is to delineate the 
subarea of interest together with a five- to seven-mile 11 transition ring" 
surrounding the subarea. The subarea and transition ring will be indentified 
by simply enumerating the zones in each. The remainder of the urban area 
is described via a sector structure in which the sector sizes would in
crease as the distance increases from the subarea. In describing each 
sector, the algorithm will require that a zone within the sector be desig
nated as the "sector centroid .. which is analogous to the zonal centroid 
concept. 

If the subarea alternative to be studied involves transportation system 
changes, then the network for the entire urban area (link data cards) needs 
to be modified to reflect these changes within the subarea. Likewise, if 
the subarea alternative to be studied involves land use changes, the zonal 
production and attractions by trip purpose for the zones in the subarea 
should be modified to reflect the new land uses. 

Once the analyst is ready to build trees and skim trees, a modified 
version of the Build Tree Program for the Large Network Package is employed. 
Trees are built only for the zones in the subarea, transition ring and for 
each zone designated as a sector centroid. In this way only a small subset 
of the trees for the urban area are buil~,thereb~considerably reducing the 
computer costs. 

Once the trees and skim trees are built for the proposed subarea, new 
distributions may be run for each trip purpose using a modified version of 
the Texas Trip Distribution model. It is currently proposed that the modi
fied distribution model might iterate on attractions only using the trip 
length frequency factors previously determined from the full model runs. 
In this way, additional cost savings are derived. 
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At. thi:s _,poi·nt, .the ,au~t.put ·fr:Om ·the "·build t·rees" phase of· the subarea 

.as.si.gnmen.t .,and ·the .. new ·trtp ~table Jare ready for i·nput into ·the Load :Netwo-rk 

.·Progr,am. -.W:h ile ~the "assignment results :might be Gut put for . the entire net

·work, o.nly 'the :portion ·of the .ass·i;gnment ·results associated -with the portion 

.. of the·network.,wi.thin :tne :s,ubarea-,would .be .v;altd ·for.:study and eva-luation. 

·Bas,ed.'on :~the ·fln.din_gs ·.of~the ;feasj:hiltty analysts, it .was decided .to 

proceed .. with ·t:-ae ·::preliminaryrde-ve:tQpment ;and ·testing ·of· the pro.posed approach 

under Study 17. 

·P-reliminary Tes·ts 

The prelimi-nary ·test, of <the .pr.oposed s.uba~ea. asstgnment proce-dure ~was 

designed ·t.o -:de·te·rmir.te ·i·f :·the -~subarea ·,as.s:i,gnment technique :can rea-sonably 

.·r~pltcate the -~.asg:i;gnment ·nesults ~wt~thin .a ·;st~ba.r~a ·that wo.uld ·be produc-ed by 

·the -~full •moeelli·ng a·p.p·roach. 'The .1990 Ho.u.:s.:ten~Ga·lv.eston · Regtona 1 -Ass tgn-

·.ment .,.was :selected .as ::the d:ata dla:S'e ·.for thi·:s 'test. The -subarea to .be studied 

i:s located al:ong t·he .we,st S'flt ~of ·Hous-t.on. The :.subarea compris·es 37 'ZOnes 

and ··the t·r.ans·t.tton ,rJn_g .comp~i:s·es :157 zones. The ·r·emai ning . 2 !i869 :z,ones 

.were ·g·r.ou;ped -i·nto :.81 -:s.ecter,s. T\ne 199.0 Houston-Galveston trtp table .,was 

·th:en collapsed ·s.o .:that ::each line :in "the ·:tri:.p ·t.abl.e .corres·pond.ed to either 

a ,·zone :fn th.e /.suba-rea or transition ~ring ,or -·:a zon:e centroid of a 's.e.ctor. 

:sy. _usj ng the ' 11:C'0l'la'J)Sed II vers i.on Of the rfull;y modelled trip tabl•,e. J .; t is 

,:po.S:$i:ble :t.o ::det.ennine tf ;the ~s:u.barea -ass·ignment •procedure its-elf can 

·r-easo:nab'l~y '·Pe,pl:ica:te the re·sul:ts ·from ·the ''ftrl 1 assignment ·model. lhe .next 

phas:e of :th.e .·.·prelim-i·na,ry ·t·e.s:ts ~will 't·hen :;,focus. on ·"the tri.p d·istr.tbution 

:phase to determine ·i'f ·an abbrevi·ated tr·tp ~dts·trtbution ·made·l can produce a 

tr:i·p "table .whi·:ch :r.ea:s:onab.l.Y :r,eplic:ates \the.·:full ,,model'li-ng ·results <for ;the 

s;uba-r.ea . 

Ustng the ·collapsed tr·i p ~table, a sub;area ass tgnment was .produced. 

Whi;le the l.icnk loadings in :the suba·rea varted :somewhat from ·the fully 

modelled '·resul'ts, ·it· .was felt that these :di-fferences were not of suffici·ent 

-magnitude ·to ·be significant. At the conclus.i·on of ·:this phase of the pre-

liminary 'tests, it ·.w,as concluded ·that :~the prop.o_s.ed ·subarea ass-ignment 

procedure still appeared feasible and-practical ·for implementa·tion. These 

prel imina.ry results are currently ·be:ing reviewed • by the Department .before 

proceeding with other tests and evaluation. 
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Refinements Being Considered 

In proceeding with the preliminary tests, it was found that the deline
ation of sectors external to the subarea and transition ring was cumbersome 
and time consuming as well as being subject to considerable error. It was 
requested, therefore, that techniques to simplify this phase of data prepa
ration be investigated. The following describes a potential approach which 
was identified that should considerably simplify the data preparation phase 
and at the same time reduce the likelihood of error. Under this approach, 
the analyst would be asked to provide the following information: 

1. A list of all zones contained in the subarea to be studied. 

2. A list of all zones contained in the transition ring enclosing 
the subarea. 

3. The zone numbers of all zones to be used as sector centroids. 

Using this information along with a separation matrix for the urban area, 
a computer program may be used to equate all remaining zones to their near
est sector centroid. This approach would partially automate the data 
preparation phase by eliminating the necessity for enumerating the zones 
within each sector. 

A second improvement currently being considered would provide the 
mechanism for outputting only assignment results and statistics relating 
to the subarea being studied. Such a procedure will require the analyst to 
enumerate a set of links which completely enclose the subarea to be studied. 
Using this information, a computer program can be used which identifies 
all remaining links within the subarea. Output assignment results and 
statistics would relat~ only to the subarea being studied. It is felt 
that this would be extremely useful for comparing subarea alternatives. 

Preliminar¥ Testing of Abbreviated Procedures 

The utility of 11 Short-cut 11 analysis tools or sketch planning tools to 
evaluate land use/transportation system alternatives has come to the fore
front of attention during the past few years. The sensitivity evaluation 
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of the traffic assignment. p.rocedur~ performed under this study sugg_es.ts 

that an abbreviated procedure might be implemented whtc.h would provide 

suffi:ci ently reliable ass fgnment data for first..;.cut system eva.l u.ation. 

Based an the findings of these analysis., the Depa:rtment decided to initiate 

the preliminary development and testing of this proposed abbreviated pro

cedure und.er Study 17. Although fnitia:ted under Study 17, the preliminary 

d-eVelopment and tres.ting will be carri·ed forward under the Int.eragency Agree

ment with the Depa.rtment during the next fiscal year. 

The 1970 Austin Ur.ban Tr:ans·portatton S.tudy data were selected as the 

dat:a bas:e for use in the preliminary develo.pment and te.sting of the proposed 

abbreviated procedure .. ·. To date·, the work activities have focu.sed primarily 

on: the e·stabli:shment of trip· generati-on rates useful for application in 

such a sketch planni·ng envi,ro:nment, the redeli·neation of the· zonal structure, 

and the recod·ing of the netwo.rk for Aus t.i n to a lower level of deta-il for 

sketch p lanntng pu rpos.es . 

Other Study Activi:ttes 

The precedi~ng s:umma·rizes the major study acti.v-iti.es. Du.e to tne 

oper.a tiona] na:;ture of the study~, howev-er, thel'e ~emafns numerous other 

activitices ac.campl-ished under the c.onttnui:ng support objecttv.e·. Such 

acti'viti',es generally fall in the following areas of activity: 

• Assl.stance i-n rev'iew and evaluatton of trip distribution and 
tr,affic a$s:i,gnment results far various Texas citi-es. 

• Assi-stance wi~th p·ro.blems encount-ered: in the conduct of various 
urban transpo·rtati on ·s:tudi,es . 

• Computer prog·ramming support t.o provide various special purpos-e 
programs and t.o provide assistance W·i·th various problems en
countered with Job Control Language (JCL} and the lBM operating 
system. 

• Assistance and guidance in the application of the trip di-stribution 
and traffic assignment packages. 

While individually these activities do not represent substantial levels of 

effort, collectively they do represent a significant level of effort under 

Study 17. 
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